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Abstract
The “metabolome” comprises the entire complement of small molecules in a
plant or any other organism. It represents the ultimate phenotype of cells,
deduced from the perturbation of gene expression and the modulation of
protein function, as well as environmental cues. Extensive advances over the
past decade, regarding the high-throughput (HTP) nature of “omics” research,
have given birth to the expectation that a type of “systems level” overview may
soon be possible. Having such a global overview of the molecular organization
of a plant in the context of a particular set of genetic or environmental conditions, be it at cell, organ, or whole plant level, would clearly be very powerful.
Currently, we are far from achieving this goal; however, within our hands, plant
metabolomics is an HTP and informative “omics” approach to both sample
generation and data generation, as well as raw data preprocessing, statistical
analysis, and biological interpretation. Within this chapter, we aim to describe
the great attention given to experimental design to ensure that the correct
sample set and control are included and to, thereby, enable reliable statistical
analysis of the data. For as comprehensive metabolite coverage as possible, we
advocate the use of multiparallel approaches; thus, we describe a step-by-step
standardized method for Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, as well as
discussing with reference to standardized methodologies the techniques of gas
chromatography-time of flight/mass spectrometry, and liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry.
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1. An Introduction to Plant Metabolomics
1.1. The concept
Science is facts. Just as houses are made of stones, so is science made of facts:
but a pile of stones is not a house and a collection of facts is not necessarily
science.
Henri Poincare, French philosopher and mathematician

The “metabolome” comprises the entire complement of small molecules
in a plant or any other organism. It represents the ultimate phenotype of
cells, deduced from the perturbation of gene expression and the modulation
of protein function. These, in turn, are under the influence of genome
mutation and environmental cues (Saito and Matsuda, 2010). The metabolome of an individual plant is therefore a highly dynamic component which
has both temporal (developmental, seasonal, etc.) and spatial (location,
cultivation conditions, etc.) constraints (Fiehn, 2002). Furthermore, within
the individual plant, the metabolome can be further spatially defined as
organs, tissues, and even individual cells that have readily distinguishable
metabolite profiles (Ebert et al., 2010; Schad et al., 2005; Sumner et al.,
2011). Plants have been considered as nature’s most prolific biochemists
(Hall, 2006) and therefore represent huge, natural, compound libraries
which have to date been poorly mined and exploited (Fernie, 2007; Saito
and Matsuda, 2010). The vast majority of plant species have never been fully
characterized biochemically, and further, the great majority of plant compounds, which have been detected, have never been structurally identified.
The vast richness of this natural resource represents huge potential for future
efforts both in scientific research (allowing a more holistic understanding of
the complexity of plant metabolism and its control) and in an applied
context (e.g., novel drug, flavor, biocidal, compound discovery).

1.2. Fields of application
For all the above reasons, ever since the first scientific publication on plant
metabolomic analysis (Roessner et al., 2000), the field has expanded enormously and has opened up into a wide range of contrasting areas of
application. Through metabolomics, plant biologists have gained the
opportunity to delve deeply into cell biochemistry, and the technology
has quickly gained a strong foot-hold in research, as shown, for example,
by all the chapters in Harrigan and Goodacre (2003), Saito et al. (2006),
Weckwerth (2007), and Hall (2011). Early efforts concentrated on a few
“model” species (e.g., Arabidopsis, tomato, and potato); however,
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approaches have subsequently been applied to many species, both cultivated
and wild, to answer considerably diverse biological questions of scientific
and industrial relevant nature. Extensive use of metabolomics approaches
has been made to enhance our understanding of the broad influences on
plant metabolism due to, for example, mutations (Bino et al., 2005;
Yonekura-Sakakibara et al., 2008), environmental perturbation (Ahuja
et al., 2010; Allwood et al., 2006, 2008, 2010; Choi et al., 2006; Jansen
et al., 2008; Kaplan et al., 2004; Sanchez et al., 2008, 2010; van Dam and van
der Meijden, 2011; Ward et al., 2010a), genetic introgression (Fernie and
Schauer, 2009; Keurentjes et al., 2006; Schauer et al., 2006), and organ
development (Tikunov et al., 2010) to name but a few. Many previous
investigations have focused on the primary metabolites where the pathways
are generally well known, and the genetic background is also well documented (Fernie and Schauer, 2009; Giavalisco et al., 2009; Schauer et al.,
2005). Further, authentic standards are generally available thus entailing
both definitive identification and full quantification. However, extensive
investigations have also been initiated on the highly diverse and much less
well characterized secondary metabolite pathways. Such pathways are often
biologically significant in that they are associated with, for example, abiotic
or biotic stress resistance and other environment and organism interactions,
food quality traits, such as taste and fragrance, or biocidal/pharmaceutical
activity. Advances have been made particularly in the areas of polyphenolics
(Bovy et al., 2010; Tikunov et al., 2010), alkaloids (Kim et al., 2010),
brassinosteroid and glucosinolate (Hall et al., 2010) research. For an extensive
overview of novel developments, the reader is referred to recent volumes
such as Saito et al. (2006), Baginsky and Fernie (2007), and Hall (2011).

1.3. Sampling: From whole plant to single cell
Key to any metabolomics experiment is the experimental design in order to
ensure that the correct sample set and control are included and thus to
enable reliable statistical analysis of the data. As with all “omics”-type
approaches, it is recommended to seek advice from an experienced statistician at the earliest possible stage. Full account must be taken of the key
statistical challenge which is that the number of metabolite features generally exceeds the number of samples. This entails that correct experimental
design and sampling regimes in terms of numbers of repetitions, treatments,
time intervals, control samples, etc. are essential. Plant metabolomics
experiments are generally performed at the organ level (developing fruit,
whole leaf, root etc.), and it is often recommended to have pooled samples
per replicate to reduce the level of biological variation. Strict control of the
preharvest conditions (both cultivation conditions and harvesting regime—
time of day, location on the plant, time from harvesting to metabolic
quenching, etc.) is essential for sample uniformity (Beale and Ward, 2011;
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Biais et al., 2011; Gibon and Rolin, 2011). Taking materials from the field
or wild, as required for environmental metabolomic studies, where little or
no control of sample prehistory is possible, entails that even greater account
must be taken of biological variation. Recently, improvements in instrument sensitivity and opportunities, for example, laser dissection microscopy
and microinjection/microextraction, have generated opportunities to
reduce sample size (Ebert et al., 2010; Moco et al., 2009; Schad et al.,
2005; Sumner et al., 2011). Single cell metabolomic imaging has also
become possible, for example, extracellular leaf trichomes (Sumner et al.,
2011). Whereas pools of identical cell types should become accessible to
metabolomic studies, true single cell metabolomics may still be far off. Using
whole organs entails that even known, significant differences in tissue
biochemistry have to be ignored due to sampling limitations. Therefore,
we typically obtain only a global overview of metabolism which takes little
account of the intercellular differences which are often of great biological
relevance (e.g., see Moco et al., 2007a).

1.4. Metabolite profiling technologies
Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.
Arthur C. Clarke, physicist and science fiction author

The measurement of plant metabolites is difficult (Fernie, 2007), and
the challenges faced in analysis of plant material are clear from the outset.
The structural diversity and the associated contrasting physicochemical
properties of many common plant metabolites (e.g., monoterpenoid volatiles, polar amino acids, or hydrophobic lipids; cf. Fernie, 2007; Saito and
Matsuda, 2010) are a potential analytical nightmare. The large variation in
relative abundance (up to 6 orders of magnitude concentration difference,
i.e., “dynamic range”) has the inevitable consequence that no single extraction/separation/detection methodology will even come close to suffice our
needs. Common approaches have arisen for both separation (liquid chromatography and gas chromatography, as well as capillary electrophoresis;
Kopka, 2006; Sumner, 2006; Timischl et al., 2008) and detection (nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry; Allwood and
Goodacre, 2010; Verhoeven et al., 2006; Ward and Beale, 2006) being
the most routinely applied. Many efforts have focused on method standardization to produce comparable data between different instruments and
laboratories (Allwood et al., 2009; De Vos et al., 2007; Lisec et al., 2006;
Ward et al., 2010b). To gain as comprehensive coverage as possible requires
multiparallel complementary approaches, combining appropriate extraction, separation, and detection technologies. The Holy Grail of truly holistic
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coverage will likely never be possible or indeed even, affordable, despite
the increasing technological sophistication. These purely practical and
economic reasons introduce a degree of bias into the generation of results.
However, educated choices for suitable technology combinations and combined hyphenated approaches have already been widely reported (see Hall,
2011; Hardy and Hall, 2011; Saito et al., 2006; Weckwerth, 2007).
Complementary approaches require increasingly sophisticated procedures
for the handling of multiplexed datasets, data merging, and efficient and
robust integrative data mining strategies (Fiehn et al., 2011; Goodacre et al.,
2004; Kopka et al., 2011; Redestig et al., 2011).

1.5. The “utopia” of a systems level understanding
Nothing shocks me – I’m a scientist.
Indiana Jones, fictitious Professor of Archaeology, and adventurer

The recent trends and extensive advances regarding the HTP nature of
“omics” research have given birth to the expectation that a type of “systems
level” overview may soon be possible (see Baginsky and Fernie, 2007).
Having such a global overview of the molecular organization of a plant in
the context of a particular set of genetic or environmental conditions, be it
at cell, organ, or whole plant level would clearly be very powerful. However, we are far from achieving this goal, although taking steps toward it
should be loudly applauded. Current “omics” methodologies are already
providing the most detailed insights ever into how genomes are organized
and how plants function at the molecular level. There are clear opportunities to exploit Arabidopsis as a model organism (Beale and Sussman,
2010), and simpler systems such as suspension cell cultures (Allwood et al.,
2010; Farag et al., 2008) offer certain advantages regarding rapidity and
uniformity of experimentation, isotopic labeling, and flux analyses (Huege
et al., 2007; Sulpice et al., 2010). However, individual technological limitations, as detailed above, for example, for metabolomics, when piled up in a
multi-omics manner, still represent a significant bottleneck to designing a
truly holistic, systems level approach. Further, for whole plants, parallel
platforms for HTP (nonmolecular) phenotyping are also still in their infancy
(Keurentjes, 2009). These remaining challenges are by no means facile—
only the future will reveal how far and fast we can proceed to overcome
these hurdles. Nevertheless, large steps are already being made, and our
ambition to develop appropriate methodologies and procedures to combine
diverse datasets from multidisciplinary approaches will help enhance and
finally establish systems biology fully within the field of plant science. In the
following sections, an overview is given on considerations in plant growth,
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harvest, and preparation of material, and the current standardized methodologies being used across our laboratories for GC-TOF/MS and
HPLC–PDA–MS will be discussed with reference to published standardized methodologies, a previously unpublished reference protocol for 1H
NMR will also be presented. Of course, robust statistical analysis with an
array of multivariate and univariate statistical tools is essential for mining
the key information from the vast amounts of data that are generated
by metabolomics platforms. Further metabolite identification at later experimental stages is also of key importance and introduces yet further analytical
platforms such as FT-ICR–MS (Allwood et al., 2011), Orbitrap MS (Dunn
et al., 2008; van der Hooft et al., 2011), and HPLC–NMR (Glauser et al.,
2008). To present methodologies for complex metabolite identification
technologies and statistical analyses is beyond the scope of this chapter, and
in the case of plant metabolomics, the selection of appropriate tools for both
statistical analyses and in-depth metabolite identification is very much
dependent upon the experiment and biochemistry (Kopka et al., 2011).

2. Considerations in Plant Growth and
Preparation of Plant Material
Plant science experiments generally involve the variation of at least
one genetic or environmental factor in order to induce responses which will
provide information for knowledge generation. In order to decrease the
experimental error for all the steps preceding that of biochemical analysis,
the experiment has to be designed and planned from plant growth to organ
harvest, sample constitution, and distribution to the chemical analyst(s).

2.1. Experimental design and plant growth
A plant metabolomics study is usually characterized by several hundreds
(even thousands) of metabolites or metabolite features that by far exceed
the sample number, increasing false discovery risks. In order to decrease the
experimental error, it is crucial to identify the major sources of error at
the environmental, biological, and technical levels, for each step from plant
growth to sample storage and distribution. This will help to optimize
the “experimental design,” that is, the procedure planning each step of
the experiment in order to obtain data describing the relationships between
the factor(s) and variables affecting the process of interest and its consequences (Anderson and Whitcomb, 2007). This can be facilitated by
performing limited preliminary experiments before planning full-scale
experiments. Then, for plant growth, a design has to be chosen (Anderson
and Whitcomb, 2007; Hinkelmann and Kempthorne, 2008; Rocke, 2004)
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such as factorial design or optimal design, blocking, or randomization, with
labeling of individual plants and possibly organs per plant. Beyond recording
minimum information about plant growth conditions as advised in the
metabolomics standard initiative (Fiehn et al., 2007, 2008), management
of the environment during culture and recording the changes of some major
environmental variables (e.g., fertilization, temperature, and/or light) are
crucial. This is the case even in controlled environments such as greenhouses or growth chambers, as small variations (e.g., location and seasonal
variations in greenhouse or limited malfunctioning of growth chamber
control) can cause changes in the biochemical status. In the field, recording
of daily minimum and maximum temperatures, rainfall, insulation duration,
and irrigation dates and recording of chemical compounds and treatment
dates for pathogen/pest control may be valuable. Plant growth metadata
documentation and storage in databases is crucial not only for the ongoing
experiment but also for the data reanalysis and the possibility to perform data
meta-analyses combining several experiments (Hannemann et al., 2009).
Therefore, the format of the metadata concerning plant growth should
allow easy recording and sharing. Replication of biological samples is
indispensable, and should be preferred to extraction and analytical replication, if all are not feasible due to high analytical cost (for further statistical
analysis of the metabolic profiles using univariate or multivariate methods,
see Broadhurst and Kell, 2006; Goodacre et al., 2007; Kopka et al., 2011;
Trygg et al., 2006). A compromise has to be made between sample number
and throughput. The number and constitution of biological replicates has to
be defined in the experimental design. Replication is crucial to incorporate
and measure biological variations and also provides a sample set representative of the population of plants, organs, or tissues.

2.2. Harvest
For harvest, the plant or organ age or developmental stage, time with
reference to the light period, and duration of harvest and sample processing
constitute a potential source of uncontrolled variability if their procedures
are not carefully standardized. This is especially important when the harvest
sessions of a given experiment are numerous or when each session requests
several operators to limit its duration. The age, or preferably the developmental stage, of the plants or their organs needs to be defined relative to
standardized growth conditions and/or phenology descriptors, by using
dedicated ontology’s (e.g., Plant Ontology at http://www.plantontology.
org/ for phenology) or reference articles (e.g., Boyes et al., 2001,
for Arabidopsis, or Brukhin et al., 2003, for tomato) when available.
For seedlings in controlled conditions, hours or days postimbibition
may be used. For fruits, in cases of controlled pollination and growth
under the same temperature conditions, harvest is usually expressed as
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days-post-anthesis but degree-days post-anthesis can also be used
(Bonhomme, 2000). If the age of the organ is unknown, well-defined
criteria, such as organ aspect, color (e.g., a color code with a standard
scale for fruit maturation of a given species), and size, will improve sample
homogeneity. Even for a given organ with clearly defined development
stage(s), the time and method of sampling must be precise (Fiehn et al.,
2007). As the metabolite composition of the leaf (Gibon et al., 2006; Kim
and Verpoorte, 2010; Urbanczyk-Wochniak et al., 2005) and also fruit
(Klages et al., 2001; Ma and Cheng, 2003) has been shown to vary during
a day and night cycle, the time of harvest has to be precisely defined and its
duration limited. The position of the organ has to be defined (e.g., fruit
position in a cluster or sun vs. shade exposition), as it may also have an
impact on its composition (Gautier et al., 2005; Ma and Cheng, 2003;
Nothmann and Rylski, 1983; Pereira et al., 2005, 2006). For harvest in an
open field, similar weather conditions for each harvest are recommended.
The harvested organs should be handled with care and stored in adapted
packaging whilst preventing shocks and oxygen limitation. Enzyme activities need to be quenched (AP Rees and Hill, 1994) which is ideally
achieved by freeze clamping or immediately plunging small organs (e.g.,
leaves, flowers, or small fruits) or dissected tissues into liquid nitrogen. For
larger organs, transportation has to be performed quickly with precautions
(avoiding temperature fluctuation or hygrometry stresses), and their processing has to then be undertaken immediately after harvest. To ensure representativeness of the physiological variations of the organ of interest, it is
recommended to harvest several organs of each variety in a given condition
to constitute a sample set. For instance, for cherry tomato, 18 fruits from 9
plants were pooled to make a representative fruit sample in a study on
volatiles (Tikunov et al., 2005). For Arabidopsis, harvest of 15 plant rosettes
to constitute 5 samples of 3 rosettes at each time point was carried out in a
study of diurnal changes of primary metabolism (Gibon et al., 2006). Several
(at least three, or better, at least five) sample sets of each variety have to be
independently prepared. Pooling of plants or organs that will average the
variability arising from uncontrolled factors is especially interesting when
the cost of sample preparation is low but that of biochemical analysis is high.

2.3. Sampling
Sampling should provide samples in a form and quantity suitable for metabolomic analyses and representative of the total population of plants or organs to
be analyzed. Special care must be taken if the plant material is intrinsically
heterogeneous (e.g., an organ such as a flower or a fruit made of several tissues).
Contamination, loss, metabolism, and any other alteration of the sample have
to be minimized (Markert, 1995; Wagner, 1995). Plant organs may have to be
cleaned (Markert, 1995), but usually for plant metabolomics studies, sterile
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conditions are not required. When a specific tissue needs to be dissected before
freezing, as the sample must be representative of the entire tissue in the organ,
material must be taken from several parts of the organ, which should be
defined. As the use of knives and scalpels causes wound stresses affecting the
metabolism, working as fast as possible is recommended. Ideally, surfaces that
are exposed after cutting should be minimized, while volume should allow
rapid freezing of the organ pieces as indicated above. Microdissection requires
specific devices and procedures (Balestrini and Bonfante, 2008; Ebert et al.,
2010). After complete freezing in liquid nitrogen, the pieces can be ground
immediately, or transferred into tagged plastic bags and stored at 80  C until
grinding is possible, before distribution into tubes and storage at 80  C. It is
recommended that all samples for a given experiment follow exactly the same
procedure before, during, and after grinding. Sample grinding is usually
required to optimize solvent extraction and also helps to homogenize the
sample material (Markert, 1995); however, possible contamination or volatilization of certain compounds of interest (Markert, 1995) has to be minimized.
For metabolomics, samples are usually ground frozen despite the possible
modification of the volatile composition upon freezing as shown for strawberry (Douillard and Guichard, 1990). For HTP metabolomics studies, robotized automation of grinding has to be considered. Labeling and traceability of
samples is crucial in quality assurance and quality control (QC) throughout the
sample preparation process, from the field to the sample storage location and
through distribution to chemical analysts. At each step (harvest, constitution of
biological replicates, storage, and distribution of samples), the samples should
be clearly identified (possibly by barcoding) and referenced in a file, or better a
database, with a unique identifier.

2.4. Sample storage
All samples of an experiment should follow the same storage conditions. The
conditions and duration of sample storage have to be controlled and recorded.
Studies on the effect of long-term storage of plant samples on their metabolites
remain rare (Phillips et al., 2005; Ryan and Robards, 2006). Therefore, when
working on several families of compounds using a combination of extractions
and analytical methods, it would be helpful to propose a few compounds as
“markers” of good storage conditions and duration. Samples can be stored as
organ, tissue pieces, or ground tissue(s) at 80  C, although solid phase micro
extraction trapping of volatile compounds (Tholl et al., 2006) can be performed upon entire organs when small or tissue pieces. Depending on the
intended analyses, tissue samples can be stored as fresh-frozen or lyophilized
samples. Fresh-frozen samples are necessary for analytical determination of
highly volatile compounds as freeze-drying will result in a loss of volatiles
( Julkunen-Titto and Tahvanaiem, 1989; Keinänen and Julkunen-Titto,
1996). It must also be carefully considered that freeze-drying can also cause a
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loss of some metabolites through irreversible binding to cell walls or membranes, although positively it protects against enzyme activities and microbial
decomposition during storage (Dunn et al., 2005a). Storage conditions have to
be controlled, as stability during sample storage is an important factor that is
rarely measured. The time in frozen storage was shown to modify some
aromatic components in fruit (Ma et al., 2007). Usually, samples for metabolomics are stored at  80  C. It is recommended that lyophilized samples are
stored at 20  C (Salminem, 2003) and in dry conditions (e.g., in tubes
enclosed in sealed plastic bags containing a desiccant such as silica gel). For
specific purposes, tissue samples and extracts may have to be stored in tubes
flushed with nitrogen or argon gas to protect them against oxidation (Erban
et al., 2007). For sample transport to the analytical laboratory, rapid transport
of samples using an ice-chest, a Dewar, and liquid nitrogen is recommended. If
shipment is necessary, dry ice is recommended for fresh-frozen samples. If
lyophilized samples are shipped to the analytical laboratory, dry conditions
need to be ensured. During storage or after shipment, sample quality has to be
verified using at least visual inspection or ideally physicochemical analyses or
targeted biochemical analyses performed at different time points (Fish and
Davis, 2003; Phillips et al., 2005). More detailed information and guidelines for
experimental design and sampling for plant metabolomics are provided in Biais
et al. (2011), Gibon and Rolin (2011), and Kim and Verpoorte (2010).

3. GC-TOF/MS Metabolite Profiling,
Recommended Experimental Reference
Protocols, and Data Preprocessing
Approaches
3.1. An introduction to GC-TOF/MS metabolite profiling
Since early studies on herbicide modes of action (Sauter et al., 1988), GC–
MS has experienced a renaissance in HTP fingerprinting and profiling of
genetically modified (e.g., Fernie et al., 2004; Roessner et al., 2001a,b) or
experimentally challenged plant samples (e.g., Cook et al., 2004; Kaplan
et al., 2004; Urbanczyk-Wochniak and Fernie, 2005), and the spatial analysis of individual plant organs (Biais et al., 2009, 2010), of tissues (Schad et al.,
2005), and even of individual cell types (Ebert et al., 2010). Metabolic
phenotyping via GC–MS profiling has become an integral part of plant
functional genomics (Fernie et al., 2004; Fiehn et al., 2000a; Roessner et al.,
2002) and is on the verge of becoming a routine technology with the
potential to generate comparable data between laboratories (Allwood
et al., 2009). This fact substantially contributes to the development of
metabolomics as a fourth Rosetta stone for plant functional genomics and
molecular physiology (Fiehn et al., 2000a; Trethewey, 2004; Trethewey
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et al., 1999). Metabolite profiling with GC–MS involves six general steps: (i)
extraction of metabolites, which should be as comprehensive as possible,
while avoiding degradation or modification of metabolites (e.g., Kopka
et al., 2004). (ii) Derivatization of metabolites making them amenable to
GC. (iii) GC separation. High-resolution GC and also 2D GC  GC can
be highly reproducible as it involves automated sample injection robotics,
highly standardized conditions of gas flow, temperature programming,
and standardized capillary column material. (iv) Ionization of compounds.
Electron impact (EI) is most widely used, as it has low susceptibility to
suppression effects and produces reproducible fragmentation. (v) Time
resolved detection of molecular and fragment ions. Mass separation and
detection preferably by TOF detectors that can be tuned to fast scanning
rates. (VI) Acquisition and evaluation of GC–MS data files.

3.2. GC-TOF/MS plant metabolite profiling: Recommended
experimental procedures
The essence of metabolite profiling is discovery of novel marker metabolites
and determination of relative changes of metabolite pool sizes in comparison to reference samples (Bino et al., 2004; Fernie et al., 2004). Current
systems biology approaches add further demands for multiparallel absolute
quantification of pool sizes. Both absolute and relative quantification
necessitate thorough control experiments, monitoring of GC–MS system
performance and contaminations. QC samples are of key importance, and
these are best prepared by pooling equal volumes of material from all of the
biological samples to be analyzed. Alternatively, with long-standing experience, a chemically defined mixture of authenticated reference compounds
(e.g., Strehmel et al., 2008) that mimics the metabolic composition of the
investigated biological material can be employed. Both the synthetic mixtures and biological QC samples are then subjected to the same sample
extraction, instrumental analyses (ideally distributed across the analytical
run), and data processing, thus providing quality checks for technical and
analytical error, and quantitative calibration for the final processed data.
The perhaps most widely applied extraction protocol for GC–MS plant
profiling involves a fractionation of nonpolar (chloroform fraction) and
polar metabolites (water–methanol fraction comprising largely primary
metabolites, e.g., sugars, alcohols, organic acids, amino acids, amines)
(e.g., Erban et al., 2007; Lisec et al., 2006; Roessner et al., 2000). This
method focused on primary metabolism is highly recommended by the
authors and available as full reference protocols within Lisec et al. (2006) and
Erban et al. (2007), an overview is also provided (Fig. 16.1). GC–MS
detection of polar, nonvolatile metabolites demands a two-step derivatization by methoxyamination and silylation (Fiehn et al., 2000a,b; Roessner
et al., 2000, 2001a). The imprecise dispensing of reagent volumes and the
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(1) To 60 mg
plant material,
360 mL 100%
methanol, 30 mL
polar IS mix, and
30 mL non-polar
IS are added
and vortexed

(8) Dry the
extract in a
vacuum
concentrator
for 30 min after
removal from
-80 °C storage

(2) Samples
shaken at
70 °C for
15 min
with a
thermal
mixer
(950 rpm)

(7) Dry the
extract in a
vacuum
concentrator
for 2 h, seal
samples under
argon or
nitrogen, and
store at -80 °C

(3) Add
200 mL of
chloroform
and
vortex

(4) Add
400 mL
of water
and
vortex

(6) 10 mL of
polar upper
phase
sampled to a
crimp captapered vial

(5)
Centrifuge
5 min at
22,000 ⫻ g

In-line derivatization
(9) Add 10 mL
methoxyamin
hydrochloride
and heat at
40 °C with
agitation for
90 min

(10) Add 17.5 mL
MSTFA
and 2.5 mL nalkane retention
time standard
mixture and heat
at 40 °C with agitation
for 45 min

(11) 1 mL
splitless
injection

GC-TOF/MS

Figure 16.1 Preparation of polar plant extracts and chemical derivatization for GCTOF/MS analysis. An illustration of the plant polar metabolite extraction scheme and
in-line derivatization (gray box) as presented in the reference protocol of Erban et al.
(2007).

variable timing of the silylation reaction are major sources of analytical
variability. Typically, 50–100 samples are processed, and thus, the exposure
time to the silylation reagent between the first and the last analyzed sample
can differ considerably. We therefore recommend employing automated
and timed in-line derivatization and sample injection as fully detailed in the
reference protocol of Erban et al. (2007). Our recommended approach to
GC-TOF/MS metabolite profiling demands that standardized consumables
and parameters be applied to each of the autosampler and GC, as well as
TOF/MS settings for mass ion detection, all of which are fully detailed in
the reference protocol of Erban et al. (2007). Example chromatograms
produced via this reference protocol are given (Fig. 16.2).

3.3. Data preprocessing and metabolite classification in plant
GC-TOF/MS profiling
Automated data processing tools are required to (i) generate numerical
sample/metabolite or sample/chemical feature matrices for statistical calculations and (ii) need to provide means of linking such chemical features
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Figure 16.2 An example GC chromatogram for a polar extract of red wine. (A)
Although a method is not presented for GC  GC-TOF/MS analyses, an example
of a GC  GC chromatogram (B) is given for the same derivate sample; this illustrates
the complexity of metabolites that can be resolved by GC x GC compared to conventional GC.
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to a metabolite identity. In GC–MS profiling studies, retention indices
and mass spectra are used for this purpose (Wagner et al., 2003). Tools
which enable mass spectral deconvolution and retention index calculation
for compound recognition, and peak height or peak area retrieval for
relative or absolute quantification, plus last but not least the analysis of
mass isotopomer distributions for stable isotope tracing and flux studies
have been developed; refer for example to the motivation of the TagFinder software development (Luedemann et al., 2008). Different data
preprocessing approaches have been implemented in academia. One general approach first applies mass spectral deconvolution and subsequently
quantifies based on deconvoluted (mass fragment) abundances; care must
be taken to avoid deconvolution errors (Dunn et al., 2005b). An alternative approach first retrieves peak height or peak areas of all recorded mass
traces for statistical analysis prior to metabolite identification. Standardized
data preprocessing procedures have been described earlier, for example,
MetAlign (Lommen, 2009; Lommen et al., 2010) and TagFinder
(Luedemann et al., 2008, 2011). A recent study explored seven alternative
modes of data preprocessing and established high agreement of all alternative preprocessing modes (Allwood et al., 2009). Both of the above
mentioned approaches to GC–MS data preprocessing are indeed valid,
and the selection of the most appropriate is experimentally dependent. If
the objective is a long-term metabolomic profiling study, then it is indeed
best to attempt to identify all metabolite features requiring use of full data
set deconvolution through either AMDIS (Lisec et al., 2006) or LECO
ChromaTOF (Begley et al., 2009). However, if the experiment involves a
metabolite fingerprinting approach where the investigator only wishes to
identify statistically significant metabolite differences between experimental groups, for example, in gene function analyses, then a more rapid
approach would involve use of generic software such as TagFinder
(Luedemann et al., 2008, 2011) or MetAlign (Lommen, 2009; Lommen
et al., 2010). The current more urgent challenge may be seen in solving
the automated and exact identification of metabolites within complex
mixtures. Even today, matching and classification of mass spectra or
mass spectral tags (MSTs) requires human evaluation and judgment.
Many software tools exist, which either support MST recognition in
comparison to reference libraries such as NIST or freely available libraries
such as the GMD (Golm Metabolome Database: Kopka et al., 2005) or aid
the interpretation of unknown mass spectral features that in the absence of
authenticated reference compounds cannot be linked to a compound
structure (e.g., Hummel et al., 2010). However, for unambiguous identification, a laboratory performing routine metabolic profiling should
establish an in-house library of pure authenticated reference standards
analyzed after subjection to the same derivatization and analytical parameters as the profiled samples.
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4. HPLC–PDA–QTOFMS Metabolite Profiling,
Recommended Experimental Reference
Protocols, and Data Preprocessing
Approaches
4.1. An introduction to LC–MS metabolite profiling
HPLC coupled to MS (in short LC–MS) is the preferred method for metabolic profiling of semi-polar secondary metabolites such as phenolic acids,
flavonoids, alkaloids, polyamines, saponins, and glucosinolates. These compounds can be effectively extracted with aqueous alcohol solutions and
directly analyzed without prior derivatization. In contrast to EI applied in
GC-TOF/MS, ionization in the liquid phase of LC–MS typically involves
soft ionization techniques, such as electrospray ionization (ESI) or atmospheric pressure chemical ionization, resulting in protonated (in positive
mode) or deprotonated (in negative mode) molecular ions. Modern highresolution instruments with exact mass detection, such as TOF/MS, ion
cyclotron FT-MS, or Orbitrap FT-MS, nowadays enable the profiling of
hundreds to thousands of compounds in crude plant extracts, combined with
elemental formulae calculations of the detected masses (Allwood and
Goodacre, 2010). Using an essentially unbiased procedure that takes into
account all metabolite mass signals from the LC–MS raw data files, detailed
information on the relative abundance of hundreds of both known and, as
yet, unknown semi-polar metabolites can be obtained (de Vos et al., 2007;
von Roepenack-Lahaye et al., 2004). LC–MS-based metabolomics
approaches frequently make use of C18-based reversed phase columns to
obtain optimal separation of the large variety of semi-polar compounds that
can be present in crude plant extracts (de Rijke et al., 2003; de Vos et al., 2007;
Hanhineva et al., 2008; Huhman and Sumner, 2002; Iijima et al., 2008; Moco
et al., 2006; Stobiecki et al., 2006; von Roepenack-Lahaye et al., 2004).
However, by choosing dedicated columns, a range of primary metabolites
including several polar organic acids and amino acids can also be reliably
analyzed using LC–MS (Tolstikov and Fiehn, 2002). Many semi-polar metabolites present in plant materials, such as glucosinolates, (poly)phenols, and a
range of other glycosylated compounds, can be readily detected by LC–MS in
ESI-negative mode. However, plant metabolites that easily form proton
adducts, for example, polyamines, alkaloids, and anthocyanins, can be better
detected in positive mode. Thus, LC–MS analysis of samples in both positive
and negative ionization mode will provide the most comprehensive insight
into the plant metabolic composition (Fait et al., 2008; Hanhineva et al., 2008;
von Roepenack-Lahaye et al., 2004). This approach has proven valuable
for the profiling of secondary metabolites in many plant species including
Arabidopsis, cabbage, tomato, potato, strawberry, apple, lettuce, etc. (de Vos
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et al., 2007; Keurentjes et al., 2006; Moco et al., 2006; Vorst et al., 2005) as
well as different plant tissues (Adato et al., 2009; Moco et al., 2007a) and plant
products (Capanoglu et al., 2008).

4.2. HPLC-PDA-QTOFMS plant metabolite profiling:
Recommended experimental procedures
As for GC-TOF/MS metabolic profiling, for LC–MS analysis, QC samples
should be employed to monitor technical and analytical performance, and
quality assurance checks upon the preprocessed data during statistical analysis. For LC–MS extraction and analysis, we recommend the reference
protocols fully detailed within de Vos et al. (2007). The extraction typically
uses 500 mg fresh weight and 1.5 mL of extraction solvent (99.875%
MeOH þ 0.125% formic acid, FA), that is, a volume:fresh weight ratio
of 3:1, which will result in a final concentration of 75% MeOH þ 0.1% FA,
assuming 95% water content of plant material. The mixture is sonicated for
15 min prior to centrifugation, and the supernatant is filtered through 0.45
or 0.22 mm PTFE filters and directly analyzed (De Vos et al., 2007).
Detection sensitivity and mass spectra obtained by soft ionization LC–MS
are highly dependent on the type of mass spectrometer, ionization source
and mode, and chromatographic system used. The recommended LC–MS
protocol is based on a Waters Alliance 2795 HT HPLC with a 2996 PDA
detector and a QTOF MS Ultima detector with an ESI lock spray (0.1 mg/
mL leucine enkephaline) for online mass correction (De Vos et al., 2007;
Moco et al., 2006). The LC–MS instrumentation is operated precisely as
described within the protocol of De Vos et al. (2007). Although it is possible
to attain a global profile in a single ionization mode, it is highly recommended to perform analysis across both polarities due to preferential ionization of different compound classes in the two ionization modes. The
protocol applies relatively long chromatographic runs of 1 h per a sample.
A typical chromatogram obtained by this LC–QTOF MS protocol is given
in Fig. 16.3. After adequate modification of the protocol according to
instrument-specific settings and analysis conditions, it is also applicable to
Ultra (U)HPLC (permitting shorter sample run times) and alternative MS
platforms, such as LC-Orbitrap FT-MS and LC–QTOF MS Premier.

4.3. Data preprocessing of plant LC–MS profiling experiments
MetAlign is one of the free software packages available for untargeted
processing of LC–MS, and GC–MS, raw data files from various instrument
vendors (download at www.metalign.wur.nl). It performs local baseline
correction, unbiased peak picking, and mass peak alignment for up to
hundreds of samples, resulting in a matrix of mass signal intensities 
samples (Lommen, 2009). It is specifically suitable for MS instruments
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Figure 16.3 LC-QTOF MS chromatogram (base-peak intensity) of an aqueous-methanol extract from peel of ripe tomato fruit numbers at peaks indicate retention time and
accurate mass on top of peak. Typically, thousands of mass signals representing
hundreds of metabolites, both known and unknown compounds, are detected in such
a tomato sample, depending upon variety, tissue, and developmental stage (Iijima et al.,
2008; Moco et al., 2006).

with a limited dynamic range in mass accuracy, such as the described
QTOF Ultima, as it provides the option to select an intensity window
for accurate mass calculation. Postprocessing, the data of the QC samples
can be used to check for consistent peak picking and alignment. Typically,
about 70–80% of all peaks should be present in all QC samples with an
overall intensity variation of less than 20% and a mass deviation of less than
3 ppm for known compounds. The generated peak table can be further
filtered for inconsistent and low (noisy) or saturated signals. Mass signals
derived from the same metabolite can be grouped according to their
corresponding retention time and relative intensities across the samples,
for example, by using a mass spectra reconstruction approach (Tikunov
et al., 2005, 2010). In this approach, the LC–MS signals originating from
the same metabolite (molecular ion and its fragments, adducts, and isotopes)
are all clustered and replaced by a single representative metabolite signal.
Assignment of metabolites can be performed by matching the exact mass of
the observed molecular ion with plant accurate mass databases, for example,
MotoDB
(http://appliedbioinformatics.wur.nl/moto/),
KNapSAck
(http://kanaya.naist.jp/knapsack_jsp/top.html), and Massbank (http://
www.massbank.jp/index.html). Data-dependent tandem-MS/MS and
MSn fragmentation experiments may be performed to further identify the
significant secondary metabolites (de Vos et al., 2007; Moco et al., 2007b;
Muth et al., 2008; van der Hooft et al., 2011).
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5. 1H NMR: Experimental Reference Protocols
and Data Preprocessing for Plant Metabolite
Profiling
5.1. An introduction to NMR spectroscopy
Despite NMR spectroscopy having been one of the leading technologies
in metabolomics since 2000 (Ludwig and Viant, 2010), this technique is
underused in plant compared to mammalian metabolomics. NMR can
be mono- or multidimensional. Until recently, largely, 1D 1H NMR has
been applied in metabolomics, but use of HSQC (heteronuclear singlequantum coherence spectroscopy) and 2D JRES (2D 1H 1J-resolved)
spectroscopy are powerful and often essential tools for metabolite identification. The success of 1D 1H NMR in metabolomics stems from
rapid spectral acquisition and the possibility to achieve relative or absolute quantification. In addition, NMR provides detailed molecular structural information, and the sample is not destroyed during the NMR
measurement. Detailed technical issues involved in the NMR methods
are beyond the scope of this chapter, and hence it is recommended to
consult previous publications for comprehensive descriptions of NMR
technology (Ross et al., 2007) and applications in plant biochemistry
(Eisenreich and Bacher, 2007).

5.2. Extraction of polar metabolites
Plant sample preparation for NMR typically consists of multiple steps.
Samples are always analyzed immediately after extraction, and the
method of extraction has a crucial bearing on the proceeding detection
of metabolites. In contrast to tissues, sap or fruit juice sample preparation
is rapid, but nevertheless, enzymes in sap or juice should be deactivated,
either with deuterated methanol and/or with a heating step (Biais et al.,
2009; Moing et al., 2004). In comparison to chromatographic methods
coupled or not with mass spectrometry, the amount of sample material
required for NMR analysis is much larger: 20–50 mg dry weight
(200–500 mg fresh weight) instead of 60 mg fresh weight for GC–
MS, for instance. As water is the main component of plant tissue and is
composed of two hydrogen atoms which are NMR detectable, it is
important to remove it by lyophilization or cryodessication. To be
more efficient, this step should be performed after cryogrinding, as fine
plant powder helps facilitate the freeze-drying process as well as that of
extraction (Kim and Verpoorte, 2010). Sap or fruit juice samples are not
lyophilized, but application of a presaturation technique to suppress the
signal of water is required (see Section 5.2.2). Several extraction
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protocols using methanol, ethanol, water (for polar/semi-polar metabolites), and/or chloroform (for a polar/nonpolar metabolites) with variations in the relative amount of each solvent, one- or multistep processes,
at different temperatures (i.e., extraction at 4  C to preserve secondary
metabolites) are described in the literature. A comparison of the results
obtained by NMR for the metabolome of dried Arabidopsis cells with
four different commonly used protocols lead to similar polar metabolite
profiles (Gromova and Roby, 2010). The impacts of extraction protocols
(solvent composition, pH, one- vs. two-step processes, lyophilization)
on the stability of extracts and on the quality of metabolomic profiles of
Arabidopsis mature leaves were described by Kaiser et al. (2009). There
are two common methods for extraction of plant constituents in NMR
profiling: an expensive, yet simple, method using deuterated NMR
solvents and a cheap but more time-consuming approach with nondeuterated solvents (Kim and Verpoorte, 2010; Schripsema, 2010). For the
protocols detailed below, we will focus on polar metabolite extracts
(refer to Table 16.1 for a list of all chemicals and laboratory apparatus).
5.2.1. Extraction with deuterated solvents
The main advantage of extraction with deuterated solvents is HTP capacity, as after extraction and centrifugation, the supernatant is directly
transferred to an NMR tube for data acquisition. One drawback is the
difficulty to control pH (in fact pD) and ionic force for the samples within
a series. Metabolomic studies using this approach are mainly based on
methanol–water extraction in proportions ranging from 20% to 70% (v/v)
methanol. The presence of two deuterated solvents in the NMR tube may
disturb the locking process of the NMR spectrometer as a deuterated
solvent is used as a magnetic field lock signal for the spectrometer. One
way to cope with this problem is to disable the autolocking procedure of
the spectrometer, for instance, by choosing the parameter “lock no_auto”
available in Bruker spectrometers.
The following protocol was established by Ward et al. (2003, 2010b).
1. 15–30 mg of dry plant powder is weighed into 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.
D2O
CD3OD (1 mL, 80/20, v/v) containing 0.05% (w/v) TSP-d4
(sodium salt of trimethylsilylpropionic acid) is added to each sample. The
contents of the tube are mixed thoroughly and heated at 50  C in a water
bath for 10 min.
2. After cooling (5 min), the samples are next spun down in a microcentrifuge for 5 min; 800 mL of the supernatant is transferred to a clean
Eppendorf tube and heated at 90  C for 2 min. This heat step is
compulsory to ensure denaturation of enzymes.
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Table 16.1 Chemicals, materials, equipment, and instrumentation required for
extraction with nondeuterated solvents

1. D2O (Euriso-TopTM 99.9%)
2. Dipotassium phosphate K2HPO4 (MM ¼ 174.2 g/mol)
and monopotassium phosphate KH2PO4
(MM ¼ 136.1 g/mol) (VWRTM Normapur)
3. Ethanol (VWRTM Normapur 95%)
4. EDTA disodium salt (MM ¼ 374.28 g/mol) (SigmaTM)
5. Liquid nitrogen (Air LiquideTM)
6. MilliQTM water
7. Potassium hydroxide KOH (MM ¼ 56.1 g/mol)
(VWRTM Normapur)
8. 3-Trimethylsilyl[2,2,3,3-2H] propionic acid sodium salt
(TSP) (Sigma-AldrichTM 26,991-3)
Materials
1. 13-mL polypropylene tubes (SarstedtTM ref 55.515 & ref
60.541.003)
2. Gilson tips for PipetManÒ P5000, P1000, P100, and P10
3. NMR tube Wilmad 507-PP-7
Equipment
1. Safety glasses
2. Cryogenic gloves (TempshieldTM, blue)
3. Lab coat
Instrumentation 1. Centrifuge (JouanTM KR25i)
2. Cryogrinder (Freezer/Mill 6750 SPEX or UMC5
STEPHAN)
3. Dessicator/Silica gel (VWRTM Chameleon C 2.5–6 mm)
4. Desktop mini centrifuge (QualitronTM DW41)
5. Freeze-drier (BioblockTM DURA-DRY)
6. Heating bath (HeidolphTM)
7. pH-Meter (MeterLabTM PHM210)
8. PipetManÒ P5000, P1000, P100, and P10
9. Sonicator (BioblockTM 88155)
10. Speed-vac (ThermoTM SC210A)
11. Vortex (HeidolphTM 94323)
12. Weighing scale (SartoriusTM, 1602MP, d ¼ 0.1 mg)

Chemicals

3. The samples are then cooled at 4  C for 45 min prior to further
centrifugation for 5 min (4  C); 700 mL of the supernatant is transferred
to a 5-mm NMR tube (5-mm economy NMR tubes WG-1226).
4. Deuterated water can be replaced by potassium phosphate buffer in D2O
(pH 6) to avoid shift of resonances due to different pH values of extracts.
However, the concentration of the buffer is limited by its stability in the
presence of methanol; precipitation should be avoided.
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5.2.2. Extraction with nondeuterated solvents
The following describes the three steps of a typical analysis of broccoli
florets adapted from the method of Moing et al. (2004).
1. For the first extraction, approximately 50 mg (2 mg) of dried
powder is put in a 15-mL polypropylene tube with screw cap.
Next, 2 mL of ethanol/water (80/20, v/v) is added and mixed with
a vortex for 5 s. The tube is heated for 15 min at 80  C. Every 5 min,
the sample is mixed with a vortex for 5 s. The tube is then centrifugated for 10 min at 30,000g (4  C). The first supernatant (S1) is
transferred into a 15-mL polypropylene tube. The second and third
extractions are carried out as the first on the remaining pellet only
with 2 mL of ethanol/water (50/50, v/v) and 3 mL of ultrapure
water, respectively. The third supernatant (S3) is transferred into
the tube containing S1 and S2 and mixed with a vortex for 5 s.
The combined supernatants are centrifuged for 10 min at 30,000g
(4  C). The resulting supernatant is transferred into a 15-mL polypropylene tube, frozen and dried under vacuum (Speed-vacuum
concentrator) over night in order to remove three-quarters of the
initial volume and is then frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried
for 24 h to remove nonbound water.
2. The dried extracts are solubilized in 500 mL of 400 mM phosphate
buffer in D2O supplemented with 5 mM Na2EDTA (ethylene
diamine tetraacetic acid disodium salt) and titrated to pH
6.0  0.05 with 1 M KOH in D2O. The phosphate buffer and
KOD solutions have to be prepared the day of the titration to
avoid D/H exchange. It is recommended to use EDTA addition to
buffer solution in order to improve spectral resolution of organic
acids (like malic and citric acids). It is noteworthy that addition of
EDTA will in some cases add supplementary signals in the 1H NMR
spectrum (Han et al., 2007). The titrated extracts are frozen in liquid
nitrogen and lyophilized again for 24 h to decrease the signal of
residual water. The dried, purified, titrated extracts are stored in a
dry atmosphere (dessicator) or at  20  C (if storage is longer than a
week) before 1H NMR analysis.
3. The samples should be reconstituted on the day of NMR measurement with 500 mL of D2O from a freshly opened bottle and 5 mL of a
2% (v/v) TSP/D2O solution, corresponding to 0.02% of TSP. The
sample is mixed with a vortex for 5 min and then centrifuged for
5 min at 20,000g (room temperature). The supernatant is transferred into a clean 5-mm NMR tube and closed with a cap, and
NMR acquisition is performed within 12 h.
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5.3. Considerations and recommendations for
spectral acquisition
5.3.1. Instrumentation
Metabolomic profiling by NMR demands the use of high-field instruments
with superconducting magnet coils operating at liquid helium temperature.
At present, the highest commercially available field is 23.5 T, equivalent to a
1
H frequency of 1 GHz. For plant metabolite profiling, the routine fields
used have a 1H frequency of 400–600 MHz. An NMR spectrometer is
also composed of a console (high-frequency channels for, excitation and
acquisition, gradient amplifier unit), a probe head, and an autosampler.
Automatically, tuneable broadband inverse gradient probe heads (i.e.,
ATMA-BBi by Bruker and ProTune Auto-X ID by Varian) flushed with
nitrogen gas (coming from a nitrogen separator which enriches N2 to about
98% of the compressed air) and temperature controlled are recommended.
The chemical shift of water is temperature dependant. Inverse or indirect
detection probe heads provide optimal signal-to-noise ratio for 1H detection. The diameter of such standard probe heads is usually 5 mm and
requires a sample volume of 500–600 mL (Ross et al., 2007). Autosampler
or robotic sample changers permit the mechanical change of NMR tubes by
a preset program, thus allowing HTP sample handling. Concerning tubes,
the use of the same quality of tube and cap from the same vendor for the
whole series of samples is recommended. Tubes with outer diameter of
5 mm or less are convenient. The acquisition method described within the
following section is designed for a capillary or coaxial NMR system, rather
than performing quantification via locking to the TSP signal, and it is
performed using an internal standard solubilized within deuterated solvent.
5.3.2. Acquisition
Most commonly, one-pulse sequence methods are preferred for quantitative NMR profiling of polar metabolites in samples depleted of water. For
samples that contain water, the water signal must be suppressed and a pulse
sequence based on the start of the nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy,
known as noesy-presat, is used. The noesy-presat technique, with its highest
chemical shift selectivity over the other presaturation methods, is the
technique of choice for the acquisition of high-quality and reproducible
spectra from aqueous samples (Ross et al., 2007). Nevertheless, this pulse
sequence is very sensitive to lock phase, and this parameter should be
checked at the beginning of the workflow. Tables 16.2 and 16.3 describe
the spectral acquisition and processing parameters used for a typical quantitative 1D 1H NMR analysis and for a semi-quantitative 1D 1H NMR
analysis with presaturation (noesy-presat), respectively. Some care should
be taken with sample temperature equilibration before NMR measurement. When the tube is placed in the probe head, a delay of 2–3 min is
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Table 16.2 Recommended spectral acquisition parameters for quantitative 1D 1H NMR spectrum and for semi-quantitative 1D 1H NMR with
presaturation (noesy-presat) of polar metabolites using a 500-MHz NMR spectrometer with an automatically tuneable inverse probe
Parameter

Setting 1D 1H qNMR

Setting noesy-presat

Lock solvent
Solvent

D2O
100–400 mM potassium
or sodium phosphate buffer in
D2O (pH 6 or 7)a
1–5 mM Na2EDTA in D2O
0.5 mM TSP
300 or 303b
Normal one-pulse sequence (zg)
—
ERETICc
90
20–35d
32,768 or 65,536
12
64
Typically 15–20

D2O
100–400 mM potassium or sodium
phosphate buffer in D2O/H2O
(10%/90%, v/v) (pH 6 or 7)
1–5 mM Na2EDTA in D2O
0.5 mM TSP
300 or 303
Noesyzgpr1d
Mixing time 100 ms
ERETIC
90
2–4
65,536
20
64
Typically 5

Chelating agent
Calibrating standard for chemical shift scale
Sample temperature (K)
Pulse sequence in Bruker library
Water suppression
Quantification standard
Excitation pulse angle ( )
Relaxation delay (s)
Number of data points
Sweep width (ppm)
Number of transients or scans
Typical acquisition time (min)
a
b
c

d

The choice of pH for a given extract preparation may be governed by the need not only to resolve signals of certain metabolites (Kaiser et al., 2009) but also to avoid the
precipitation of certain metabolites (oxalate buffer in D2O, pH 4, to protect tartaric acid in berry extracts; Pereira et al., 2005).
The choice of the temperature for a given extract NMR acquisition may be governed by the need to resolve signals of certain metabolites. Gromova and Roby (2010)
used 293 K in order to shift the residual water peak and detect oxidized glutathione peak.
ERETIC (Electronic REference To access In vivo Concentrations; Akoka et al., 1999). This electronic reference is generated by the spectrometer with an adapted
intensity and chemical shift position chosen by the spectroscopist. The main advantage is no chemical interaction between the internal standard and the constituents of
the extract leading to erroneous quantification and no spectral overlapping with the resonances of the constituents of the extract. Attention should be paid when TSP is
used as internal standard, especially with sap, or “juice” or samples where proteins were not removed. TSP can then interact with proteins and became less NMR visible
thus impairing quantification (Kriat et al., 1992). In addition, to be an accurate internal quantification standard, the intensity of the TSP signal should be as high as the
median intensities of the spectrum, not too small but also not too high. It should be kept in mind that the receptor gain of the spectrometer is calculated on the biggest
signal of the spectrum. The ERETIC method is an alternative to the use of internal standards. Recent Bruker spectrometers include ERETIC (indirect mode) in their
basic configuration. Gromova and Roby (2010) used maleic acid (singlet at 6.023 ppm at pH 7) as internal standard for quantification.
In order to take in account long T1 relaxation times of compounds like organic acids (malate, citrate, etc.). Quantitative conditions require a relaxation delay
d1  5  T1 longest. In beer, Rodrigues et al. (2010) reported 3.8 s for acetic, 1.1 s for citric, 1.3 s for lactic, 1.5 s for malic, 2.9 s for pyruvic, and 1.7 s for succinic acids.
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Table 16.3 Recommended spectral processing parameters for quantitative 1D 1H
NMR spectrum and for semi-quantitative 1D 1H NMR with presaturation (noesypresat) of polar metabolites using a 500-MHZ NMR spectrometer with inverse ambient
probe
Parameters

Setting 1D 1H qNMR

Setting noesy-presat

Fourier
transformation

Exponential with line
broadening of 0.3 or
0.5 Hz
32,768 or 65,536

Exponential with line
broadening of 0.3 or
0.5 Hz
65,536 to 4  65,536

No of (real and
imaginary) data
points
Phasing
Baseline corrected
Chemical shift
calibration

Required
Manual
Manual (polynomial)

Required
Manual
Manual or automated
(polynomial)
Chemical shift of the TSP Chemical shift of the TSP
singlet signal set to
singlet signal set to
0 ppm
0 ppm

required for this equilibration to take place, especially with “salted” samples.
Special care should be also taken with spectrometer adjustments for each
sample like shimming and determination of the 90 pulse angle. With recent
NMR spectrometers, the determination and optimization of these parameters are routinely achieved by automation. NMR spectra of the technological replicate samples have to be acquired in a randomized order
(Defernez and Colquhoun, 2003). In addition to biological samples, it is
recommended to run a solvent blank and an extraction blank to identify
impurities originating from the solvents (Kaiser et al., 2009) or the extraction procedure (i.e., phthalates from plastic ware). For quantification purposes, reference samples with known concentrations of metabolites of
interest should be measured in the same analytical run. For example, the
calibration curve for glucose can be performed with five concentrations
ranging from 0 to 50 mM using the same solvent as the biological samples.
The mid-concentration of the calibration range should be equivalent to the
expected concentration within the sample. The calibration curve of glucose
is used for scaling the integral of the ERETIC signal. The absolute quantity
of a metabolite in the NMR sample is determined from the measurement of
the integral of one of its specific resonances scaled with ERETIC intensity.
The integration limits are chosen at the valleys on each side of the peak or
pattern base, and in the cases where these points are not at the baseline level,
manual local baseline correction is applied. In addition, specific calibration
curves for fructose, glutamate, and glutamine have to be performed separately, and this is governed by the requirement of having a response factor of
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a part of their signal to accurately quantify (Moing et al., 2004). Automation
of phasing and baseline correction can be used, but only with limited
reliability and human visual inspection of processed spectra is compulsory
to detect artifacts of automated processing. Figure 16.4 provides examples of
1D 1H qNMR spectra of polar extracts from melon flesh and broccoli floret
obtained after hydroethanolic extraction described in Section 5.2.2.
Table 16.4 demonstrates a spectral processing method that is applied to
the raw data in order to permit latter statistical analysis. The presented
postacquisition data processing steps differ if the entire spectral signature is
analyzed with data reduction into about 300–1200 spectral regions (fingerprinting), or if absolute quantification of identified compounds is chosen.
For binning or bucketing, commercially available softwares include Amix
(Bruker) or KnowItAll Metabolomics Editions (BioRad). The file containing the intensity values of each bin or bucket could be either transferred to
generic statistical softwares like SIMCA-P (Umetrics) or processed in statistics modules of the above softwares.
5.3.3. Metabolite identification or spectral assignment
It is worth noting that the chemical shift range of 1H is small and rarely
beyond 10 ppm, which means that 1H NMR spectra of complex mixtures
like plant extracts are crowded and resonance overlap occurs. In addition,
most of the 1H signals have a multiplet structure. Most metabolites have
multiple interdependent resonances across the spectrum. So checking for
the presence of all the chemical shifts and patterns of the suspected metabolite and crosschecking for the expected proportions of these resonances
between patterns are the traditional way of performing metabolite structural
elucidation with 1D 1H NMR. The following describes a typical pipeline of
NMR spectral assignment. The first step for the assignments of metabolites
in the NMR spectra is made by comparing the observed proton chemical
shifts.
1. With literature, for example, using Fan (1996) as a good start.
2. With in-house or public/commercial database values of authentic compounds acquired under the same solvent conditions (see Saito and
Matsuda, 2010), for example, Prime (http://prime.psc.riken.jp/),
HMDB (http://www.hmdb.ca/), and commercial databases (Chenomx
Metabolite Database and BBIOREFCODE, Bruker NMR Metabolic
Profiling Database).
3. With in-house or public knowledge bases dedicated to NMR metabolomic profiles, for example, MeRy-B (http://www.cbib.u-bordeaux2.
fr/MERYB/).
4. By spiking the samples with authentic or commercial compounds if
available, by acquiring further spectra, and demonstrating coresonance
of the peaks from the extract sample and the added compound.
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Figure 16.4 Examples of 1D 1H qNMR spectra for polar extract from melon flesh and from broccoli floret tissue obtained after hydroethanolic
extraction described in Section 5.2.2. Unk, unknown compound; GABA, gamma-aminobutyric acid.
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Table 16.4 Recommended postprocessing steps for metabolic fingerprinting study
of a batch of 1D spectra
Step

Setting 1D 1H qNMR or noesy-presat

Identification and removal of Residual water signal (5.0–4.5 ppm)
unwanted spectral regions Residual extraction solvent
Impurities of extraction processa
Normalization
Each area of bin is divided by the total spectra
area (without the excluded spectra regions)
or divided by the area of the bin containing
the ERETIC signal
Binning or bucketing
Regular bin (or bucket) with size of 0.01,
0.02, or 0.04 ppm or variable-sized binb
Further scaling
Mean centering
Multivariate data analysis
PCA, PLS, etc.
a
b

Determined by running a solvent blank and an extraction blank (all the process without the biological
sample).
In some cases, even if attention was paid to pH titration, the ionic force of samples in the same batch
can slightly differ and variable sized bin can be used to take into account shift of chemical shifts (Ross
et al., 2007).

The next stage for structural assignment is to record 2D NMR spectra,
such as HSQC, and to compare the 1H and 13C chemical shifts measured
following the same approach as described above from points 1 to 4 (Fan,
1996; Gromova and Roby, 2010). For 2D JRES NMR (see Ludwig and
Viant, 2010), few examples in plant metabolomics are described in literature
(e.g., Tobacco: Choi et al., 2006; Brassica: Liang et al., 2006). Combining
1D NMR for quantification and 2D NMR for unambiguous identification
of the observed metabolites justifies why NMR is a useful method for plant
metabolite profiling, especially of bulk metabolite compounds. For specific
identification purposes, LC–NMR, LC–SPE–NMR, and LC–NMR/MS
can also be used (Exarchou et al., 2005; Glauser et al., 2008); LC–SPE is
especially useful as a technique to isolate and bulk a pure metabolite prior to
NMR characterization.

6. Concluding Remarks
Although the application of systems biology level research to the study
of plants is very much still in its infancy, it is hoped that this chapter has
highlighted the potential of plant metabolomics for future applications of
multi-“omic”/systems level research. In fact, there are already many good
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examples where metabolomics and microarray transcriptomics have been
combined to provide maximum information (Hirai et al., 2004; Nikiforova
et al., 2004; Yonekura-Sakakibara et al., 2008). Although this chapter has
focused purely upon introducing the reader to the field of plant metabolomics
and the production of high-quality and reproducible metabolite profiles, it is
hoped that the reader can see the future benefit of the use of such methods for
the production of informative and comparable data between research laboratories (Allwood et al., 2009; de Vos et al., 2007; Erban et al., 2007; Lisec et al.,
2006; Ward et al., 2010b). In conclusion, many aspects of metabolomics are
now firmly embedded in biological and systems biology sciences. Further, we
have entered a phase focused on dealing with the final elimination of bottle
necks/automation and exploration of the limits such as miniaturization of
samples, enhancement from relative to absolute quantification for systems
biology/modeling applications, and enhanced coverage using higher dimensional hyphenated technologies such as GC  GC-TOF/MS. With further
ongoing technological developments making “omics” data more reproducible, as well as improvements in data modeling, and perhaps, applying multiomic level analysis to model plant species such as Arabidopsis using both
artificial cell cultures and their respective soil grown plants, we feel that the
plant science field will greatly benefit from systems biology and that such
approaches will eventually benefit many areas of research within plant physiology and food nutrition.
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